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RELATIONS BETWEEN CONVOLUTIONS AND TRANSFORMS IN
OPERATOR-VALUED FREE PROBABILITY
WEIHUA LIU
Abstract. We introduce a class of independence relations, which include free, Boolean
and monotone independence, in operator valued probability. We show that this class of
independence relations have a matricial extension property so that we can easily study
their associated convolutions via Voiculescu’s fully matricial function theory. Based the
matricial extension property, we show that many results can be generalized to multi-
variable cases. Besides free, Boolean and monotone independence convolutions, we will
focus on two important convolutions, which are orthogonal and subordination additive
convolutions. We show that the operator-valued subordination functions, which come
from the free additive convolutions or the operator-valued free convolution powers, are
reciprocal Cauchy transforms of operator-valued random variables which are uniquely
determined up to Voiculescu’s fully matricial function theory. In the end, we study
relations between certain convolutions and transforms in C˚-operator valued probability.
1. Introduction
1.1. Convolutions and transforms in C-valued probability. Free probability is a
theory introduced by Voiculescu for studying the reduced free products of operator alge-
bras with specified states [31, 22]. For example, C˚-algebras with norm continuous states
and Von Neumann algebras with normal states are frameworks for this theory. The ele-
ments from the algebras are called noncommutative random variables or random variables
for short. A single selfadjoint random variable can be identified with a classical R-valued
random variable thus one can study its distribution. The notion of free independence is
a key relation for random variables in free probability theory. Given two freely indepen-
dent random variables X and Y whose distributions are µ and ν, respectively, then the
distribution of X `Y is denoted by µ‘ ν, which is called the free additive convolution of
µ and ν. In the process of computing the distribution µ‘ ν, the Cauchy transform plays
a central role. Given a probability measure µ on R, then the Cauchy transform of µ is
the function
(1) Gµpzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ t
dµptq : C` Ñ C´.
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Voiculescu introduced the R-transform of µ to be
Rµpzq “ G
x´1y
µ pzq ´
1
z
,
where G
x´1y
µ is the inverse of Gµ with respect to composition. Voiculescu showed that
(2) Rµ‘ν “ Rµ `Rµ,
when µ and ν are compactly supported probability measures [32, 33]. Later, Bercovici and
Voiculescu proved the relation (2) to probability measures with non-compact support [12].
Based on the linearization property (2) of the R-transform, one can define convolution
powers with respect to ‘ such that if µ is a probability measure and t ą 0 is a real
number, the convolution power µ‘t( when it exists) is a probability measure uniquely
determined by
Rµ‘t “ tRµ.
It is well known that µ‘t defines for all t ě 1 and µ [22].
In C-valued noncommutative probability, there are independence relations other than
free indenpendence, for example, Boolean independence [29], monotone independence
[20], s-free independence [19] and orthogonal independence [19]. Similarly, we can define
the Boolean additive convolution Z, the monotone additive convolution ⊲, the s-free
additive convolution i, the orthogonal additive convolution $ for proability measures.
Among these independence relations, Boolean independence is only commutative non-
unital universal independence relation [27]. Given a probability measure µ, we denote by
Fµ the reciprocal Cauchy transform of µ, that is
Fµpzq “
1
Gµpzq
: C` Ñ C`.
The Boolean additive convolution has the following property
(3) FµZνpzq “ Fµpzq ` Fνpzq ´ z
where µ,ν are probability measures and µZ ν is the Boolean convolution of µ and ν [16].
It is similar to the free additive convolutions, we have Boolean convolution powers µZt
such that if t ą 0 and µ is a probability measure, then µZ
t
(always exists) is a probability
uniquely determined by
FµZtpzq “ tFµpzq ` p1´ tqz.
Monotone independence relation is a noncommutative relation but defines an associative
convolutions. The monotone additive convolution has the following property
(4) Fµ⊲νpzq “ FµpFνpzqq
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where µ,ν are probability measures and µ ⊲ ν is the monotone convolution of µ and ν
[16].
Orthogonal independence relation is introduced by Lenczewski [19] to study decompo-
sitions of the free additive convolutions. The additive convolution $ associated with the
orthogonal independence relation is neither commutative nor associative. The orthogonal
additive convolution has the following analytic property
(5) Fµ$νpzq “ FµpFνpzqq ´ Fνpzq ` z
where µ, ν are probability measures and µ $ ν is the orthogonal additive convolution of
µ and ν [19]. From the relations (3), (4) and (5), one can easily see that
(6) µ⊲ ν “ ν Z pµ $ νq.
The possibility for studying the free additive convolutions via Boolean and monotone
additive convolutions is based on the fact that the Cauchy transform of the distribution
µ ‘ ν is subordinated to the Cauchy transforms of µ and of ν on the upper half-plane
C
`[34]. That is
(7) Fµ‘νpzq “ Fµpω1pzqq “ Fνpω2pzqq.
It is shown that ω1pzq and ω2pzq are reciprocal Cauchy transforms of certain distribu-
tions which are completely determined by µ and ν [14]. Therefore, subordination functions
provide a new type of convolution, which is called subordination convolution or s-free ad-
ditive convolution [19]. It is denoted by µi ν whose reciprocal Cauchy transform is ω1pzq
in Equation (7). In summary, we have the following property
(8) Fµ‘νpzq “ FµpFνiµpzqq “ FνpFµiνpzqq “ Fνiµpzqq ` Fµiνpzq ´ z
or
(9) µ ‘ ν “ µ⊲ pν i µq “ ν ⊲ pµ i νq “ pν i µq Z pµ i νq.
On should be careful that the s-free additive convolution i is neither commutative nor
associative. However, i is very powerful in studying free additive convolutions [3, 4, 10].
Let us brief review some relations between the convolutions we introduced before. In [7],
Belinschi and Nica introduced a family tBt|t ą 0u of transforms on probability measures
by the formula
Btpµq “ pµ
‘p1`tqqZ
1
1`t .
When t “ 1, the transform is a remarkable bijection discovered by Bercovici and Pata in
their study of relations between ‘-infinite divisibility and Z-infinite divisibility[11]. Belin-
schi and Nica showed that these transforms form a semigroup with respect to composition,
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that is
(10) BtpBspµqq “ Bs`tpµq, @s, t ą 0.
Then, they showed that the relation (10) can be derived by the following relation between
the free convolution powers and the Boolean convolution powers
(11) pµ‘pqZq “ pµZq
1
q‘p
1
,
where p ě 1, q ą p´1
p
, p1 “ pq
1´p`pq
, q1 “ 1 ´ p ` pq and µ is an algebraic probability
distribution [8].
Let γ be the free central limit law with variance 1 in free probability. In [8], Belinschi
and Nica studied the free Brownian motion started at an arbitrary algebraic probability
measure µ in the process tµ ‘ γ‘t|t ě 0u. They defined a transform Φ for probability
measures such that given a probability measure µ on R, then Φpµq is a probability measure
on R such that
(12) FΦpµqpzq “ z ´Gµpzq.
Belinschi and Nica discovered that
(13) Φpµ ‘ γ‘tq “ BtpΦq.
Later, Anshelevich generalized the relation (13) further by considering the free process
tµ ‘ ν‘t|t ě 1u where ν is an arbitrary probability measure [1].
Almost the above relations are interpreted via s-free additive convolutions which is fully
developed in a combinatorial way by Nica [21]. First, Nica exhibited the following relation
between the free convolutions and the s-free additive convolutions
(14) pµ1 ‘ µ2q i ν “ pµ1 i νq ‘ pµ2 i µq
and
(15) pµ‘tq ‘ ν “ pµ i νq‘t
where µ1, µ2, µ and ν are probability measures and t is a positive real number. Nica
also found the following relations between subordination convolutions and B-transform,
Φ-transform
(16) µ i µ “ B1pµq
and
(17) γ i µ “ B1pΦpµqq
and
(18) µ‘p “ µ⊲
`
B1pµqq
‘p´1
˘
.
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Then, Anshelevich’s free evolution with two states can be defined by the following formula
(19) Φrµ, νs “ B´1
1
pµ i νq
and satisfies the following relation
(20) Φrµ, ν ‘ µ‘ts “ BtpΦrµ, νsq
or equivalently
(21) Btpµ i νq “ µ i pµ
‘t
‘ νq,
where µ, ν are probability measures and t ě 1.
It should be pointed out here that the results of Anshelevich, Belinschi and Nica are
more general than what are listed above. In short, they considered k-tuples of random
variables. In this paper, we are gonna show that k-tuples of random variables are special
cases of operator valued random variables.
1.2. Operator valued probability. Soon after the birth of free probability, Voiculescu
generalized the theory to an operator valued framework where the states in the original
theory are replaced by bimodule maps [35]. The initial analytic type of R´transform in
operator valued free probability was first introduced by Voiculescu [35] and the combina-
torial aspects of operator valued R-transforms were developed by Speicher [28]. Similarly,
the operator valued R-transforms have the additive property (2). It follows that the con-
volution powers with respect to ‘ can be naturally generalized in operator-valued frame
work if one uses positive real number power. Following a question due to Bercovici, in
C˚-operator valued probability, the convolution powers with respect to ‘ was generalized
further by Anshelevich, Belinschi, Fevrier, and Nica such that t can be a completely posi-
tive map [2]. An explicit construction of the operator-valued free convolution powers was
given by Shlyakhtenko [26]. Furthermore, a combinatrorial definition for the Belinschi-
Nica’sΦ is provided, then the relation (10) and the relation (13) are generalized in operator
valued probability [2].
On the other hand, operator valued subordination functions were discovered Biane [13]
and were reformulated by Voiculescu [37, 36] . As well as the scalar subordination func-
tions, the subordination property is a very useful analytic property in operator-valued
probability [6, 9, 5]. By studying the subordination property further, Voiculescu devel-
oped his fully matricial function theory [38, 39], from which the main tool in this paper
is derived, for studying operator valued probability. A direct generalization of Cauchy
transform is usually not enough to determine an operator-valued distribution, but this
can be done by using Voiculescu’s fully matricial operator valued functions.
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The goals of this paper are the following: In C˚-operator valued probability, we show
that operator-valued subordination functions completely determine operator valued distri-
butions in the fully matricial operator function theory. Therefore, we can define operator-
valued subordination convolutions or s-free additive convolutions. Furthermore, we show
that Belinschi-Nica’ s Φ-transform is well defined in C˚-operator valued probability by
using a fully matricial version of the equation (12). Then, we prove relations (11)-(21) in
operator valued cases. We also show that many properties related to k-tuples of classical
random variables can be reduced properties related to operator valued random variables.
Besides this introduction section, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we introduce the main notions and tools to be used in this paper. In Section 3,
we introduce a class of independence relations which are called J -independence and their
associated convolutions. We show a matricial property of the J independence relation,
and explain that the J -convolutions of k-tuples of B-valued random variables can be
decoded from theJ -convolutions of B bMnpCq-valued random variables. In Section 4,
we study the reciprocal Cauchy transforms of Boolean convolutions. In Section 5, we
study the reciprocal Cauchy transforms of Monotone convolutions. In Section 6, we
introduce and study the operator valued orthogonal additive convolutions. In Section
7, we introduce and study the operator valued s-free additive convolutions. After the
preparations in the previous sections, in Section 8, we generalize the relations in Section
1.1 to the operator valued case.
2. Preliminary
2.1. B-valued Independence relations. We start with some necessary definitions in
operator probability.
Definition 2.1. A B-valued probability space pA,E : AÑ Bq consists of a unital algebra
B, a unital algebra A which is also a B-B bimodule and a conditional expectation E :
AÑ B i.e.
Erb1ab2s “ b1Erasb2, Erb1As “ b,
for all b1, b2, b P B, a P A and 1A is the unit of A. The elements of A are called B-
valued random variables. Suppose that B is a unital C˚-algebra and A is a ˚-algebra, the
conditional expectation E is said to be positive if
Eraa˚s ě 0,
for all a P A. An element x P A is selfadjoint if x “ x˚.
We will denote by pA,Eq short for pA,E : AÑ Bq when there is no confusion. Through-
out this paper, we will assume that A and B are unital C˚-algebras. In this case, pA,Eq
is a called a C˚-operator valued probability space.
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Definition 2.2. We denote by BxXy the algebra which is freely generated by B and the
indeterminant X . The elements in BxXy are called B-polynomials. In addition, BxXy0
denotes the subalgebra of BxXy whose elements do not contain a constant term, i.e. the
linear span of the noncommutative monomials b0Xb1Xb2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1Xbn, where bk P B and
n ě 1.
Definition 2.3. Given a a B-valued probability space pA,Eq and an element a P A, the
distribution µa of a is is a map from BxXy to B such that
µapP q “ ErP paqs,
for all P P BxXy. A B-valued distribution µ is is a map from BxXy to B such that
µ “ µa from some B-valued random variable a. If a can be chose from C
˚-operator B-
valued probability space, then µ is called a B-valued distribution and will be denoted by
µ P Σ0pBq.
Definition 2.4. Given a B-valued probability space pA,Eq.
‚ A family of unital B-B-bimodule subalgebras tAiuiPI of A are said to be freely
independent with respect to E if
Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ans “ 0,
whenever i1 ‰ i2 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in, ak P Aik and Eraks “ 0 for all k. A family
of pxiqiPI are said to be freely independent over B, if the unital B-B-bimodule
subalgebras tAiuiPI which are generated by xi, respectively, are freely independent,
or equivalently
Erp1pxi1qp2pxi2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pnpxinqs “ 0,
whenever i1 ‰ i2 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in, p1, ..., pn P BxXy and Erpkpxikqs “ 0 for all k.
‚ A family of non-unital B-B-bimodule subalgebras tAiuiPI of A are said to be
boolean independent with respect to E if
Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ans “ Era1sEra2s ¨ ¨ ¨Erans,
whenever ak P Aik and i1 ‰ i2 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in. A family of random variables txiuiPI
are said to be boolean independent over B, if the non-unital B-B-bimodule subal-
gebras tAiuiPI which are generated by xi respectively are boolean independent, or
equivalently
Erp1pxi1qp2pxi2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pnpxinqs “ Erp1pxi1qsErp2pxi2qs ¨ ¨ ¨Erpnpxinqs,
whenever i1 ‰ i2 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in and p1, ..., pn P BxXy0.
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‚ If I is ordered,with order ą. A family of non-unital B-B-bimodule subalgebras
tAiuiPI of A are said to be monotone independent with respect to E if
Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1akak`1ans “ Erra1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1Eraksak`1ans,
whenever ak P Aik and ik ą ik´1, ik`1. A family of random variables txiuiPI are
said to be boolean independent over B, if the non-unital B-B-bimodule subalgebras
tAiuiPI which are generated by xi respectively are monotone independent.
Definition 2.5. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq such that µ is equal to the distribution of x and ν is
the distribution of y, where x and y are freely(Boolean, Monotone) independent in a B-
valued probability space pA,Eq. Then the distribution of x` y is called the free(Boolean,
Monotone) additive convolution of µ and ν, and will denoted by µ ‘ ν.(µ Z ν,µ⊲ ν)
2.2. Hilbert C˚-modules. Our constructions of B-valued faimily of random variables
of independence relations rely on the theory of Hilbert C˚-modules. We refer to [18] for
a good introduction to this theory. If B “ C, the theory becomes the classical Hilbert
space theory.
Definition 2.6. An inner-product B-module is a linear space M which is a B-right
module together with a map px, yq Ñ xx, yyM : MbMÑ B such that
1. xx` y, zyM “ xx, zyM ` xy, zyM
2. xx, ybyM “ pxx, yyMqb
3. xx, yyM “ xy, xy
˚
M
4. xx, xyM ą 0 if x ‰ 0
for all x, y, z PM and b P B.
M is a B-B Hilbert bimodule if M is a B-B bimodule and is complete with respect to
the inner product x, yM.
Definition 2.7. Let M be a B-B Hilbert bimodule. A map t : MÑM is adjointable if
there is a map t˚ : M ÑM such that
xtx, yyM “ xx, t
˚yyM
for all x, y P M . The set of all adjointable maps from Mi to Mi is denoted by LpMq.
It is well known that LpMq is a C˚-algebra.
Definition 2.8. A B-B Hilbert bimodule with a specified vector is a pair pM, ξq consists
of a B-B Hilbert bimodule M and a vector ξ PM such that xξ, bξyM “ b for b P B. M
˝ is
the orthogonal completion of Bξ. Then M “ Bξ‘M˝, pLpMq, xξ, ¨ξyMq is a C
˚-operator
B-valued probability space.
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Notation 2.9. We will denote xξ, ¨ξyM by φξp¨q.
Lemma 2.10. Let pM, ξq be a B-B Hilbert bimodule with a specified vector. Then
bξ “ ξb,
for all b P B.
Proof. Since ξb P Bξ, we have
xb1ξ `m, bξyM “ b
1˚b “ xb1ξ `m, ξyMb “ xb
1ξ `m, ξbyM
for all b1 P B and m PM˝. The proof is done. 
Let x P LpMq be a selfadjoint operator. Then we can write
x “
˜
p a
a˚ T
¸
,
where a : Bξ Ñ M˝, T : M˝ Ñ M˝, p : Bξ Ñ Bξ. Notice that, p can be identified as a
map from B to B, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.11. p is a B constant, namely p P B.
Proof.
pb “ xξ, pbξyM “ xξ, pξbyM “ xξ, pξyMb,
for all b P B. 
Notation 2.12. We will denote the set tb P B| b´b
˚
i
ą ǫ1B, for some ǫ ą 0u by H
` and
H´ “ ´H`.
Definition 2.13. Given a distribution µ P Σ0pBq such that µ “ µa, where a is B-valued
random variable in pA,Eq. The B-Cauchy transform Gµ,1 of µ is a map from H
` Ñ H´
defined by
Gµ,1pbq “ Erpb1A ´ aq
´1s,
whereas Fµ,1pbq “ pGµ,1pbqq
´1 : H` Ñ H` is called the B-reciprocal Cauchy transform of
µ.
Given a distribution µ P Σ0pBq, following the construction of Section 1.1 in [15], there
exists a B-B Hilbert bimodule with a specified vector pM, ξq and a element x P LpMq
such that µ is equal to the distribution µx of x in pLpMq, φξq.
The following proposition shows a relation between the reciprocal Cauchy transform
and the vector-conditional expectation φξ.
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Proposition 2.14. Let b P H` and x be a random variable in pLpMq, φξq such that x
has the following decomposition
x “
˜
p a
a˚ T
¸
.
Then
Fµx,1pbq “ b´ p ´ a
˚rpb´ T q´1|M˝sa,
where rpb´ T q´1|M˝s is the inverse of the restriction of T ´ b to M
˝.
Proof. Notice that p and T are selfadjoint, hence b ´ p is invertible in B and b ´ T is
invertible in LpM˝q. With a direct computation, we have that˜
b´ p a
a˚ b´ T
¸´1
“
˜
pb´ p´ a˚rpb´ T q´1|M˝saq
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¸
.
By Lemma 2.11, we have that pb´ p´ a˚rpb´ T q´1|M˝saq
´1 P B. Therefore, we have
Fµx,1pbq “ φξppb´ xq
´1q´1
“ ppb´ p´ a˚rpb´ T q´1|M˝saq
´1q´1
“ b´ p´ a˚rpb´ T q´1|M˝sa.
The proof is done. 
2.3. Fully matricial functions. In this subsection, we introduce Voiculescu’s fully ma-
tricial function theoery in C˚-algebra operator valued probility. We also refer to [17] for
a good development of the theory.
Let pA,Eq be a C˚-algebra operator valued probability space. A fully noncommutative
A-set Ω “ pΩnqně1 is a sequence such that Ωn P AbMnpCq and Ωm`n X pAbMnpCq ‘
AbMmpCqq “ Ωn ‘ Ωm and p1A b SqΩnp1A b S
´1q “ Ωn for all n, S P GLnpCq.
Definition 2.15. A fully matrial B-valued function on a fully matricial A-set Ω is a
sequence pfnqně1 such that
1. fn : Ωn Ñ B bMnpCq is a function for each n.
2. If g1 P Ωm and g
2 P Ωn, then fm`npg
1 ‘ g2q “ fnpg
1q ‘ fmpg
2q,
3. If S P GLnpCq and g P Ωn, then fn ppS b 1AqgpS
´1 b 1Aqq “ pS b 1AqfnpgqpS
´1b
1Aq.
Example 2.16. For each n ě 1, let pAbMnpCq,EbInq be a BbMnpCq-valued probability
space such that
pEb Inqrpai,jqi,j“1,...,ns “ pErai,jsqi,j“1,...,n,
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and
H
`
n “ tbn PMnpBq|
bn ´ b
˚
n
i
ą ǫ1n, for some ǫ ą 0u
and a P A be a selfadjoint random variable. Let Ωn “ tpa b In ´ bnq
´1|bn P H
`
n u. Then
Ω “ pΩqně1 is a fully noncommutative A-set and pEb Inqně1 is a fully matricial function
on Ω.
With the help of the fully matricial function pE b Inqně1, we can define the following
sequences of functions. Given a selfadjoint random variable x P A, let µ be the distribution
of a. The matricial Cauchy transform of µ is a sequence of function Gµ “ pGµ,nqně1 such
that
Gµ,npbnq “ Eb Inrpbn ´ ab Inq
´1s : H`n Ñ H
´
n .
In addition, the sequence of functions Fµ “ pFµ,nqně1, where
Fx,npbnq “ pGx,npbnqq
´1 : H`n Ñ ´H
`
n
is called the matricial reciprocal Cauchy transform of µ. We will be using the following
fact that illustrated in [5].
Proposition 2.17. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. Then µ “ ν if and only if Fµ “ Fν on pH
`
n qně1.
The matricial R-transformR “ pRµ,nqně1 of µ P Σ0pBq is a sequence of functions defined
as follows:
Rµ,npbnq “ G
x´1y
µ,n pbnq ´ b
´1,
where G
x´1y
µ,n is the left inverse of Gµ,n, namely G
x´1y
µ,n pGµ,npbnqq “ bn for all bn P H
`
n . In
general, Rµ,n is not defined on H
`
n , but in a uniform neighborhood of 0. The matricial
Voiculescu transform φµ “ pφµ,nqně1 is defined as φµ,npbq “ Rµ,npb
´1q. Then, we have
φµ,npbnq “ F
x´1y
µ,n pbnq ´ bn,
where F
x´1y
µ,n is the left inverse of Fµ,n. As the linearization property of the classical
R-transform, we have
Rµ‘ν,n “ Rµ,n `Rν,n
and
φµ‘ν,n “ φµ,n ` φν,n,
for all n ě 1.
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3. Operator valued independence relations and their matricial
extensions
In this section, we introduce a class of independence relations include free, boolean and
monotone independence.
Definition 3.1. Let I be an index set. We call
KpIq “ tHu > tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , inq P I
n|ik ‰ ik`1 for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1, n P Nu
the set of series associated with I.
For each i P I, let pMi, ξiq be a B-B bimodule with a specified vector ξi such that
xb1ξi, b2ξiyMi “ b
˚
1
b2 for all b1, b2 P B, where x¨, ¨yMi is the inner product on Mi. The
reduced free product of pMi, ξiqiPI with amalgamation over B is given by
M “ Bξ ‘
8à
n“1
à
i1‰i2‰¨¨¨‰in
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
in
.
where the inner product x¨, ¨yM on M is recursively defined as follows:
xm1b ¨ ¨ ¨ bmp, m
1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ bm1qyM “ δp,qδi1,j1xm2b ¨ ¨ ¨ bmp, xm1, m
1
1
yMi1m
1
2
b ¨ ¨ ¨ bm1qyM,
where mk P M
˝
ik
for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ p and m1k P M
˝
jk
for k “ 1, ...q. pM, ξq is a B-B bimodule
with the specified vector ξ such that xb1ξ, b2ξyM “ b
˚
1
b2
Definition 3.2. Given i “ pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P KpIq, the i-projection P
M
i
is the orthogonal
projection from M onto its subspace
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
im
.
For convenience, i “ tHu when m “ 0, and PMH is the orthogonal projection onto the
subspace Bξ.
Let J Ă KpIq be a subset of KpIq. We denote by
PJ “
ÿ
iPJ
PM
i
.
For each i P I, let
M˝piq “
8à
n“1
à
i‰i1‰i2‰¨¨¨‰in
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
in
,
and
Mpiq “ Bξ ‘M˝piq.
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Then, for each i, let Vi : Mi bB Mpiq ÑM be the unitary operator defined as
Vi : ξi bB ξ Ñ ξ
Vi : ξi bB mpiq Ñ mpiq
Vi : mi bB ξ Ñ mi
Vi : mi bB mpiq Ñ mi bB mpiq,
where mpiq PM˝piq, mi PM
˝
i .
Let λi : LpMiq Ñ LpMq be the ˚-homomorphism given by
λipaq “ Vipa b 1MpiqqV
´1
i ,
where 1Mpiq is the identity map on M. It is well-know that the family of tλipLpMiqquiPI
is freely independent over B with respect to φξp¨q “ xξ, ¨ξyM.
Definition 3.3. Let J “ tJi Ă KpIqu be a family of subsets of KpIq. We say that
J is I-compatible if for each i P I we have that pi ‰ i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P Ji if and only if
pi, i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P Ji.
Proposition 3.4. Let J “ tJi Ă KpIqu be a I-compatible family of subsets of KpIq.
Then, for all i P I, PMJi is commuting with all elements in λipLpMiqq.
Proof. Since the family J “ tJi Ă KpIqu is I-compatible, for each i P I, we have that
PMJi is the orthogonal projection onto the subspacesà
pi‰i1,i2,¨¨¨ ,imqPJi
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
in
‘
à
pi‰i1,i2,¨¨¨ ,imqPJi
M˝i bM
˝
i1
bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
in
.
Let J 1i “ tpi1, i2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P Ji|i1 ‰ i,m P Nu. Then we have that
λipaqP
M
Ji
“ Vipa b 1MpiqqV
´1
i P
M
Ji
“ Vipa b 1Mpiqqp1Mi b P
M
J 1i
qV ´1i
“ Vip1Mi b P
M
J 1i
qpab 1MpiqqV
´1
i
“ PMJi Vipab 1MpiqqV
´1
i .
The proof is done. 
By the commutativity of the projections defined by an I-compatible family J , we have
the following result.
Corollary 3.5. Let J “ tJi Ă KpIqu be an I-compatible family of subsets of KpIq.
Then, for each i P I, PJiλip¨q is a homomorphism from LpMiq into LpMq.
Therefore, the following definition is well defined.
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Definition 3.6. Let tAi|i P Iu be a family of (necessarily unital) subalgebras of a B-
valued probability space pA,Eq. Given an I-compatible family J “ tJi Ď Ku of subsets
of K. We say that tAi|i P Iu are B-valued J -independent if there is a family pMi, ξiq of
B-B bimodules with specified vectors and B-linear homomorphisms γi : Ai Ñ LpMiq, on
the reduced free product pM, ξq “ ˚iPIpMi, ξiq, we have
Epa1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ amq “ φξpP
M
Ji1
λi1pγi1pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨P
M
Jim
λimpγimpamqqq
whenever ak P Aik for 1 ď k ď m.
Example 3.7. For each i P I, let Ji “ KpIq. In this case, the J -independence is the
free independence.
Example 3.8. For each i P I, let Ji “ tH, piqu. In this case, the J -independence is the
Boolean independence.
Example 3.9. Let I “ t1, 2u with the natural order, J1 “ tH, p1qu and J2 “ tH, p1q, p2q, p2, 1qu.
In this case, the J -independence is the monotone independence.
Now, we show that the J -independence relations have a matricial extension property
on which allows us to apply the matricial functions.
Again, let pA,Eq be a B-valued probability space. Let MnpCq be the algebra of n ˆ n
matrices. For 1 ď k, l ď n, let epk, lq be the element whose pi, jq-th entry is 1 and the
other entries are 0. Let En “ Eb In be the map from AbMnpCq to B bMnpCq defined
as
Enrab epk, lqs “ Eras b epk, lq,
whenever a P A and 1 ď k, l ď n.
Let Mi “ Bξi ‘M
˝
i be the B-B bimodule defined before. Then
Mi bMnpCq “ Bξi bMnpCq ‘M
˝
i bMnpCq
is a B bMnpCq-B bMnpCq bimodule with the specified vector ξi b In such that
pb1 b epk1, l1qqpmb epk, lqqpb2 b epk2, l2qq “ pb1mb2q b pepk1, l1qepk, lqepk2, l2qq,
for b1, b2 P B, m P Mi and 1 ď k1, k2, k, l1, l2, l ď n.
Notice that given two B-B bimodules M1 and M2, we have that´
M1 bMnpCq
¯
bBbMnpCq
´
M2 bMnpCq
¯
“
´
M1 bB M2
¯
bC MnpCq,
where
´
m1bepk1, l1q
¯
bBbMnpCq
´
m2bepk2, l2q
¯
is identified with
´
m1bBm2
¯
bpepk1, l1qepk2, l2qq.
Therefore, the reduced free product of
´
Mi bMnpCq,Bξi bMnpCq
¯
iPI
is
MbMnpCq “ Bξ bMnpCq ‘
8à
n“1
à
i1‰i2‰¨¨¨‰in
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
in
bMnpCq.
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Let pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , inq P KpIq. Then P
MbMnpCq
pi1,¨¨¨ ,inq
is the orthogonal projection from M bMnpCq
onto the subspace
M
˝
i1
bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
in
bMnpCq.
Proposition 3.10. Let I be an index set. Given an I-compatible family J “ tJi Ď
KpIq|i P Iu. Suppose that tAi|i P Iu is a B-valued J -independent family of subalgebras
of a B-valued probability space pA,Eq. Then, for each n P N, tAi bMnpCq|i P Iu a B b
MnpCq-valued J -independent family of subalgebras of the BbMnpCq-valued probability
space pAbMnpCq,Enq.
Proof. Let i “ pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P K. Since P
MbMnpCq
i
is the orthogonal projection onto the
subspace
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
im
bMnpCq
and PM
i
is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
M˝i1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB M
˝
im
,
we have that P
MbMnpCq
i
“ PM
i
b 1MnpCq.
For 1 ď s ď m, let ras “ as b epks, lsq P Ais bMnpCq, where as P Ais. We have
Enr ra1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ăams “ Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ans b pepk1, l1q ¨ ¨ ¨ epkm, lmqq
“ φξpPJi1λi1pγi1pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨PJinλimpγimpamqqq b pepk1, l1q ¨ ¨ ¨ epkm, lmqq
“ xξ, PJi1λi1pγi1pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨PJinλimpγimpamqqξy b pepk1, l1q ¨ ¨ ¨ epkm, lmqq
“ xξ b In, PJi1λi1pγi1pa1qq b pepk1, l1q ¨ ¨ ¨PJinλimpγimpamqq b epkm, lmqqpξ b Inqy
“ xξ b In, P
pnq
Ji1
λi1,npγi1,npa1q b epk1, l1q ¨ ¨ ¨P
pnq
Jim
λimpγimpamq b epkm, lmqqpξ b Inqy
“ φξbInpP
pnq
Ji1
λi1,npγi1,npa1q ¨ ¨ ¨P
pnq
Jim
λim,npγim,npamqq.
By linearity of the previous map, for each s, asbepks, lsq can be replaced by an arbitrary
element from Ais. The proof is done. 
3.1. k-tuples of operator valued random variables and convolutions. In this
subsection, we assume that k is a positive integer. Let BxX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xky be the set of
noncommutative B-valued polynomials in k indeterminants, namely the linear span of
b0Xi1b1Xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xinbn for n P NY t0u, b0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn P B and i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , in P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku.
Definition 3.11. Let x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk be random variables from a B-valued probability space
pA,Eq. The joint distribution µ of x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk is a B-linear map from BxX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xky to B
defined as follows
µrb0Xi1b1Xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xinbns “ Erb0xi1b1xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨xinbns.
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Let X “
kř
l“1
xl b epl, lq. Then X is a random variable in pA bMnpCq,Enq. One can
easily see that the B bMnpCq-valued distribution of X is completely determined by the
joint distribution of px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq. On the other hand, we have that
Erxi1b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bm´1xims b ep1, 1q
“pEnqr
´
p1A b ep1, i1qqXp1A b epi1, 1qq
¯
b1 b ep1, 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ bm´1 b ep1, 1q
´
p1A b ep1, imqqXp1A b epim, 1qq
¯
s.
Therefore, the joint distribution of x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk can be decoded from the B bMnpCq-
valued distribution of X . Further, recall that the free additive convolutions for k-tuples
of random variables arise in the following way: Given joint distributions µ, ν of k-tuples
of random variables, we can always find random variables x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk in a B-
valued probability space pA,Eq such that µ is equal to the joint distribution of x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk
and ν is equal to the joint distribution of y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk, and the B-algebra A1 generated by
x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk is freely independent from the B-algebra A2 generated by y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk. Then, the
free additive convolution µ‘ν is defined to be the joint distribution of x1`y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`yk.
On the other hand, It is well know (or from Proposition 3.10) that A1 bMnpCq is freely
independent from A2 bMnpCq in the BbMnpCq-valued probability pAbMnpCq,Enq. It
follows that X “
kř
l“1
xl b epl, lq and Y “
kř
l“1
yl b epl, lq are B bMnpCq-freely independent
in pA bMnpCq,E b Inq. Therefore, the free additive convolution µ ‘ ν of µ and ν can
be decoded from the free additive convolution of the B bMnpCq-valued distributions µX
and νY , where µX is B bMnpCq-valued distribution of X and νY is B bMnpCq-valued
distribution of X .
Now, we turn to introduce the additive convolutions associated with J -independence.
Even though the independence relations is well defined for subalgebras of a B-valued
probability, the J -additive convolutions are not defined by J -independence relations
directly.
Let tµiuiPI be a family of B-valued distributions, where I is a finite index set. Then,
there are B-valued operator valued probability spaces pAi,EiqiPI and xi P Ai such that for
each i, µi is equal to the distribution of xi. For each i, let pMi, ξiq be a B-B bimodule with
a specified vector such that there exits a B-linear homomorphism γi : Ai Ñ LpMiq and
Eiras “ xξi, γipaqξyMi for all a P Ai. Let pM, ξq be the reduced free product of pMi, ξq
and λi : LpMiq Ñ LpMq are the embedding isomorphisms. Given an I-compatible family
J “ tJi Ă KpIq|i P Iu, then
X “
ÿ
iPI
PMJi λipγipxiqq P LpMq.
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Then we can defined µ to be the distribution of X in pLpMq, xξ, ¨ξyq. Now we show that
µ is independent of the choices of pMi, ξiqiPI . The proof follows Voiculescu’s work in [40].
Definition 3.12. B-morphisms between B-B bimodules with specified vector pM1, ξ1q
and pM2, ξ2q are B-B-linear maps S : M Ñ M
1, that is Spb1mb2q “ b1Spmqb2, for all
m PM1 and b1, b2 P B, such that
Spξq “ ξ1
and
SpM˝
1
q Ď M˝
2
.
Lemma 3.13. Let pA,Eq be a B-valued probability space. Let pM1, ξ1q and pM2, ξ2q
be B-B bimodules with specified vectors such that there exist homomorphisms γ1 : A Ñ
LpM1q and γ2 : AÑ LpM2q such that
Eras “ φξ1pγ1paqq “ φξ2pγ2paqq,
for all a P A. Then, there exists a B-morphism S : M1 ÑM2 such that
Sλ1paq “ λ2paqS
for a P A.
Proof. Let M1
1
and M1
2
be the closure of the sub-B-B bimodules generated by λ1pAqξ1
and λ2pAqξ2, respectively. Since Eras “ φξ1pγ1paqq “ φξ2pγ2paqq for all a P A, the map
S0 : λ1pAqξ1 Ñ λ2pAqξ2 defined by S0pλ1paqξ1q “ λ2paqξ2 is an isomorphism such that
S0ξ1 “ ξ2. Let S be the extension of S0 to M1 such that the restriction S|M1
1
K “ 0. Then
S is the B-morphism we want. 
Let pM1i, ξ
1
iqiPI be a family of B-B bimodules with specified vectors such that for each i,
there exits a B-linear homomorphism γ1i : Ai Ñ LpM
1
iq and Eiras “ φξipaq for all a P Ai.
For each i P I, let Si be a B-morphism from pMi, ξiq to pM
1
i, ξ
1
iq such that
Sλ1paq “ λ2paqS,
for all a P A. Let pM, ξq and pM1, ξ1q be the reduced free product of pMi, ξiqiPI and
pM1i, ξ
1
iqiPI , respectively. Then, we have a B-morphism S : pM, ξq Ñ pM
1, ξ1q defined as
Spbξq “ bξ1, @b P B
and
Spm1 bB ¨ ¨ ¨ bB mnq “ Si1pm1q bB ¨ ¨ ¨ b Sinpmnq,
for all n, where mk P M
˝
ik
for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. Let λ1i be the embedding isomorphism from
LpMiq. It follows the proof of Lemma 1.13 in [40] that
Sλipγipaqq “ λ
1
ipγ
1
ipaqqS.
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One can easily check that SPM
i
“ PM
1
i
S for all i P KpIq. It follows that SPMJi “ P
M1
Ji
S
for all i P I. Therefore, we have that
SPMJi1
λi1pγi1pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨P
M
Jim
λimpγimpamqqξ
“PM
1
Ji1
λ1i1pγ
1
i1
pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨P
M1
Jim
λ1impγ
1
im
pamqqξ
1.
According to the definition of S, we have that
φξrP
M
Ji1
λi1pγi1pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨P
M
Jim
λimpγimpamqqs “ φξ1rP
M1
Ji1
λ1i1pγ
1
i1
pa1qq ¨ ¨ ¨P
M1
Jim
λ1impγ
1
im
pamqqs,
whenever ak P Aik for 1 ď k ď m. Therefore, tP
M
Ji
λipγipxiqq|i P Iu and tP
M1
J 1i
λ1ipγ
1
ipxiqq|i P
Iu have the same joint distribution. It follows that the distribution ofX 1 “
ř
iPI
PM
1
Ji
λ1ipγ
1
ipxiqq
is also µ. We have the following well-defined definition.
Definition 3.14. Given a finite index set I, let tµiuiPI be a family of B-valued distribution
of k-tuples of random variables and J “ tJi Ă KpIq|i P Iu is I-compatible. For each i,
let pMi, ξiq be a B-B bimodule with a specified vector and xpi, 1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xpi, kq P Mi such
that µi is equal to the distribution of xpi, 1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xpi, kq. Let pM, ξq be the reduced free
product of pMi, ξq and λi : LpMiq Ñ LpMq are the embedding isomorphisms. Then, the
J -additive convolution of tµiuiPI is the distribution of pX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xkq, where
Xl “
ÿ
iPI
PMJi λipxpi, lqq,
for 1 ď l ď k.
Example 3.15. Let I “ t1, 2u and J “ tJ1,J2u such that J1 “ J2 “ KpIq. Then the J -
additive convolution is the free additive convolution, namely the J -additive convolution
of µ1 and µ2 is µ1 ‘ µ2.
Example 3.16. Let I “ t1, 2u and J “ tJ1,J2u such that J1 “ tH, p1qu and J2 “
tH, p2qu. Then the J -additive convolution is the Boolean additive convolution, namely
the J -additive convolution of µ1 and µ2 is µ1 Z µ2.
Example 3.17. Let I “ t1, 2u and J “ tJ1,J2u such that J1 “ tH, p1qu and J2 “
tH, p1q, p2q, p2, 1qu. Then the J -additive convolution is the monotone additive convolu-
tion, namely the J -additive convolution of µ1 and µ2 is µ1 ⊲ µ2.
In this paper, we will study the following two J -additive convolutions later.
Definition 3.18. Let I “ t1, 2u and J “ tJ1,J2u such that J1 “ tH, p1qu and J2 “
tp1q, p2, 1qu. Then the J -additive convolution is called orthogonal additive convolution.
The orthogonal additive convolution of µ1 and µ2 is denoted by µ1 $ µ2.
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Definition 3.19. Let I “ t1, 2u and J “ tJ1,J2u such that J1 “ tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P
KpIqq|im “ 1u Y tHu and J2 “ tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P KpIqq|im “ 1u. Then J “ tJ1,J2u is
I-compatible and the J -additive convolution is called s-free additive convolution. The
s-free additive convolution of µ1 and µ2 is denoted by µ1 i µ2.
Remark 3.20. The orthogonal additive convolution and the s-free additive convolution
are neither commutative nor associative.
Definition 3.21. Let px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq be a k-tuple of random variables in a B-valued proba-
bility space pA,Eq. Then the matricial distribution of px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq is the BbMnpCq-valued
distribution µX of X “
kř
l“1
xl b epl, lq P AbMnpCq in the B bMnpCq-valued probability
pAbMnpCq,Eb Inq.
According the proof of Proposition 3.10, we have the following property.
Proposition 3.22. Let tµiuiPI be a family of B-valued distributions of k-tuples of random
variables pxpi, 1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xpi, kqq P pLpMiq, φξiq for each i and µ is a B-valued distribution
of a k-tuple of random variables px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq P pLpMq, φξq. Then the J -additive convo-
lution of tµiuiPI is equal to µ if and only if the J -additive convolution of the matricial
distributions of pxpi, 1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xpi, kqq P pLpMiq, φξiq is equal to the matricial distribution
of px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq.
4. On the Boolean additive convolution and operator-valued Boolean
convolution powers
In this section, we study some analytic properties of the B-valued Boolean additive
convolution and the B-valued Boolean convolution powers. The combinatorial aspects of
B-valued Boolean convolution are studied in [24].
4.1. Boolean additive convolution.
Lemma 4.1. Let x, y be Boolean independent selfadjoint random variables from pA,Eq
and letalgtB, x, yu be is the algebra generated by B, x, y. Then
Eraxfpyqs “ EraxsErfpyqs,
for all a P algtB, x, yu and f P BxXy.
Proof. Notice that ax is a linear combination of mononials ends with x, thus
Eraxf0pyqs “ EraxsErf0pyqs,
for all f0 P B0xXy.
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Suppose that b P B is the constant term of f , namely f ´ b P B0xXy. Then we have
Eraxpfpyq ´ bq ` axbs “ EraxsErfpyq ´ bs ` Eraxsb “ EraxsErfpyqs.
The proof is done. 
Lemma 4.2. Let x, y be Boolean independent selfadjoint random variables from pA,Eq.
Let b P B be such that x` y ´ b and y ´ b are invertible. Then
Erpb´ x´ yq´1s “ p1` Erpb´ x´ yq´1xsqErpy ´ bq´1s.
Proof. Notice that pb ´ x ´ yq´1 is contained in the norm closure of algtB, x, yu and
pb´ yq´1 in the norm closure of algtB, yu. By the the norm continuity of E and Lemma
4.1, we have
Erpb´ x´ yq´1xpb´ yq´1s “ Erpb´ x´ yq´1xsErpb´ yq´1s.
On the other hand, we have
pb´ x´ yq´1 “ pb´ yq´1 ` pb´ x´ yq´1xpb´ yq´1.
It follows that
Erpb´ x´ yq´1s “ Erpb´ yq´1 ` pb´ x´ yq´1xpb´ yq´1s
“ p1` Erpb´ x´ yq´1xsqErpb´ yq´1s.
The proof is done. 
Lemma 4.3. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. Then
FµZν,1pbq “ Fµ,1pbq ` Fν,1pbq ´ b,
for b P H`.
Proof. Since µ, ν P Σ0pBq, there exist Boolean independent selfadjoint random variables
x, y from a B-valued probability space pA,Eq such that µ equals the distribution of x and
ν equals the distribution of y. By Lemma 4.2, we have
GµZν,1pbqFν,1pbq “ Erpb´ x´ yq
´1sErpb´ yq´1s´1
“ p1` Erpb´ x´ yq´1xsqErpb´ yq´1sErpb´ yq´1s´1
“ 1` Erpb´ x´ yq´1xs.
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Similarly, we have GµZν,1pbqFµ,1pbq “ 1´ Erpb´ x´ yq
´1ys. Therefore, we have
GµZν,1pbqpFµpbq ` Fν,1pbq ´ bq
“2` Erpb´ x´ yq´1xs ` Erpb´ x´ yq´1ys ´ Erpb´ x´ yq´1bs
“1.
Since FµZν,1pbq “ GµZν,1pbq
´1, the statement follows. 
Notice that the Boolean additive convolution is a kind of J additive convolution, the
BbMnpCq-valued distribution of xb In` yb In is then the Boolean additive convolution
of the distributions of xb In and y b In. Therefore, we have the following result.
Proposition 4.4. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. Then, for all n P N, we have
FµZν,npbnq “ Fµ,npbnq ` Fν,npbnq ´ bn,
for bn P H
`
n .
4.2. Operator valued Boolean convolution Powers. In this subsection, we study
the reciprocal Cauchy transforms for B-valued Boolean convolution Powers.
Definition 4.5. Let S be an ordered set. A partition σ of a set S is a collection of disjoint
nonempty sets V1, ..., Vr whose union is S. V1, ..., Vr are called blocks of σ. A block V of
σ is an interval if there is no triple ps1, s2, rq such that s1 ă r ă s2, s1, s2 P V , r R V . A
partition σ P P pSq is an interval partition if every block of σ is an interval. The family
of interval partitions of S will be denoted by INpSq. Let l ă n be two natural numbers,
we denote by rl, ns the interval tl, l ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku and denote by rns the interval r1, ns.
Definition 4.6. A B-series pβrnsqně1 is a sequence of C-multilinear maps that, for each
n ě 1, βrns : Bn´1 Ñ B. Given an interval partition σ P INpnq, then βrσs is a C-multilinear
map form Bn´1 to B defined recursively as follows: If σ contains only one block rns, then
βrσs “ βrns. Otherwise, suppose that rk ` 1, ns is an interval block of σ and let σ1 be the
restriction of σ to the interval r1, ks. Then
βrσspb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “ β
rσ1spb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bk´1qbkβ
rn´kspbk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q.
Remark 4.7. Notice that β1 is always a B-constant. The partitions in the previous
definition can be replaced by noncrossing partitions which are very useful combinatorial
tools in studying free independence relation.
Definition 4.8. Given a random variable x P pA,Eq, the moment series of x is a B-series
pM
rns
x qně1 that M
r1s
x “ Erxs and
M rnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “ Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨xbn´1xs,
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for n ě 2 and b1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn ´ 1 P B. The B-transform of pM
rns
x qně1 is the series pB
rns
x qně1,
such that
M rnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “
ÿ
σPINpnq
Brσsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q.
Remark 4.9. pB
rns
x qně1 can be solved recursively as follows: B
r1s
x “ Erxs and
Brnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “ Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨xbn´1xs ´
ÿ
σPINpnq,σ‰trnsu
Brσsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q,
for n ě 2.
Definition 4.10. Given µ P Σ0pBq such that µ is equal to the distribution of x in pA,Eq,
then we set
Brσsµ “ B
rσs
x ,
for all σ P INpnq, n P N. Let α be a completely positive map. Then µZα is a distribution
such that
B
rns
µZα “ αpB
rns
µ q,
for all n P N.
The following definition is from Popa [24], and is developed more in [25].
Definition 4.11. Let x P pA,Eq be a selfadjoint random variable. The Boolean cumulants
of x are a family of B-multilinear maps tBn,xuně1, such that Bn,x : B
n Ñ B and
Erxb1 ¨ ¨ ¨xbns “
n´1ÿ
k“0
Erxb1 ¨ ¨ ¨xbksBn´k,xpbk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq.
Lemma 4.12. Given x P pA,Eq, we have
Bn,xpb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq “ B
rns
x pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1qbn
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Proof. When n “ 1, we have B1,xpb1q “ Erxb1s “ Erxsb1 “ B
r1s
x b1.
When n ě 2, we have
Bn,xpb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq
“Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1xbns ´
n´1ÿ
k“1
Erxb1 ¨ ¨ ¨xbksBn´k,xpbk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq
“Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1xsbn ´
n´1ÿ
k“1
Erxb1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bk´1xsbkB
n´k
x pbk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1qbn
“
˜
Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1xs ´
n´1ÿ
k“1
Erxb1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bk´1xsbkB
rn´ks
x pbk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q
¸
bn
“
¨˝
Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1xs ´
n´1ÿ
k“1
ÿ
σ1PINpkq
Brσ
1s
x pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bk´1qbkB
rn´ks
x pbk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q‚˛bn
“
¨˝
Erxb1x ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1xs ´
ÿ
σPINpnq,σ‰trnsu
Brσsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1qq‚˛bn
“Brnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1qbn.
The proof is done.

Let pM, ξq be a B-B bimodule with a specified vector ξ, x be a random variable in
pLpMq, φξq. Let M “ Bξ ‘M
˝ where M˝ “ pBξqK. We write x in the following matrix
form
x “
˜
p a
a˚ T
¸
,
where a : Bξ ÑM˝, T : M˝ ÑM˝, p : Bξ Ñ Bξ.
By Lemma 3.9 of [25] and Lemma 4.12, we have B
r1s
x “ Erxs and
Brnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “ Bn,xpb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1, 1Bq “ xa
˚b1Tb2 ¨ ¨ ¨Tbn´1aξ, ξy,
for n ě 2.
Let H be a B-B Hilbert bimodule and ζ P H be such that for b P B, we have
xζ, bζyH “ αpbq,
where x¨, ¨yH is the inner product on H.
Let K “ Bξ ‘M˝ bB H with the inner product
xbξ ‘mbB h, b
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1yK “ b
˚b1 ` xh, xm,m1yMh
1yH,
for b, b1 P B, m,m1 P M˝ and h, h1 P H.
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Notice that bξ “ ξb, the following maps are well defined. Let a˜, p˜, T˜ : K Ñ K be such
that
a˜pbξ ‘mbB hq “ apξq bB pζbq,
p˜pbξ ‘mbB hq “ αppqbξ,
T˜ ˚pbξ ‘mbB hq “ TmbB h,
for all b P B, m PM˝ and h P H.
Lemma 4.13. a˜ P LpKq and
a˜˚pbξ ‘mbB hq “ xζ, a
˚pmqhyHξ.
Proof. Notice that xapbξq, myM “ b
˚a˚pmq, we have
xa˜pbξ ‘mbB hq, b
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1yK
“xapξq bB pζbq, b
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1yK
“xζb, xapbξq, m1yMh
1yH
“b˚xζ, xapξq, m1yMh
1yhh
“b˚xζ, a˚pm1qh1yhh
“b˚a˜˚pb1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1q
“xbξ ‘mbB h, a˜
˚pb1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1qyK.
The proof is done. 
Lemma 4.14. Let x˜ “ a˜ ` a˜˚ ` p˜ ` T˜ . Then x˜ P LpKq, namely x˜ is a selfadjointable
operator. Moreover, x˜ “ x˜˚.
Proof. It suffice to show that
xx˜pbξ ‘mbB hq, b
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1yK “ xbξ ‘mbB h, x˜pb
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1qyK,
for b, b1 P B, m,m1 P M˝ and h, h1 P H .
Since x is selfadjoint, we have T is selfadjoint in LpMq and
xT˜ pbξ ‘mbB hq, b
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1yK “ xh, xm, T
˚m1yMh
1yH
“ xh, xm, Tm1yMh
1yH
“ xbξ ‘mbB h, T˜ pb
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1qyK.
Since p P B is selfadjoint, we have
xp˜pbξ ‘mbB hq, b
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1yK “ b
˚αppq˚b1
“ b˚αppqb1
“ xbξ ‘mbB h, p˜pb
1ξ ‘m1 bB h
1qyK.
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Together with Lemma 4.13, the proof is done. 
Proposition 4.15. Let µ˜ be the distribution of x˜ with respect to xξ, ξyK. Then,
µ˜ “ µZα,
where µ is the distribution of x with respect to xξ, ξyM
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we that B
r1s
x “ B1,xp1Bq “ p and B
r1s
x˜ “ B1,x˜p1Bq “ αppq “ αpB
r1s
x q.
For n ě 2, we have
Brnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “ Bn,xpb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1, 1Bq
“ xξ, a˚b1Tb2T ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1Taξy
“ a˚b1Tb2T ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1Ta
and
B
rns
x˜ pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1q “ Bn,x˜pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1, 1Bq
“ xξ, a˜˚b1T˜ b2T˜ ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1T˜ a˜ξyK
“ xξ, a˜˚b1T˜ b2T˜ ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1T˜ a˜ξyK
“ xξa˜˚pb1T˜ b2T˜ ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1T˜ apξq b ζqyK
“ xξa˜˚rpb1Tb2T ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1Tapξqq b ζsyK
“ xξ, xζ, a˚pb1Tb2T ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1TapξqqζyHyK
“ xξ, αpa˚b1Tb2T ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1TaqξyK
“ αpa˚b1Tb2T ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1Taq
“ αpBrnsx pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bn´1qq.
The proof is done.

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For b P H`, by Proposition 2.14, we have that Fµx,1pbq “ b´ p´ a
˚pb´ T q´1a, thus
Fµ˜,1pbq “ p˜ ´ b´ a˜
˚pT˜ ´ bq´1a˜
“ b´ p˜´ xξ, a˜˚pb´ T˜ q´1a˜ξyK
“ b´ p˜´ xapξq b ζ, pb´ T˜ q´1papξq b ζqyK
“ b´ p˜´ xapξq b ζ, ppb´ T q´1apξqq b ζyK
“ b´ p˜´ xζ, xapξq, ppb´ T q´1apξqqyMζyH
“ b´ αppq ´ αpxapξq, ppb´ T q´1apξqqyMq
“ b´ αppq ´ αpa˚pT ´ bq´1aq
“ αpFµ,1pbqq ` b´ αpbq.
Therefore, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.16. Let µ be a B-valued distribution and let α be a completely positive map
from B to B. Then,
FµZα,1pbq “ αpFµ,1pbqq ` p1´ αqpbq,
for all b P H`.
Similarly following the previous construction, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.17. Let µ P Σ0pBq be a B-valued distribution and let α be a completely
positive map from B to B. For each n P N, we have
FµZα,npbnq “ αnpFµ,npbnqq ` p1n ´ αnqpbnq,
for all b P H`n and αn “ α b In is a map from B b MnpCq to B b MnpCq such that
αnpbb eq “ αpbq b e for all b P B and e PMnpCq.
5. Monotone Convolutions
In this section, we study some analytic properties of the B-valued monotone additve
convolution. The combinatorial aspects of B-valued monotone additive convolution are
studied in [23]. Given x P pA,Eq, we denote by alg0tx,Bu “ tppxq|p P BxXy0u and
algtx,Bu “ tppxq|p P BxXyu.
Lemma 5.1. Let x, y P pA,Eq be two B-valued random variables such that x, y are
monotone. Then alg0tx,Bu and algty,Bu are monotone independent.
Proof. Let a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an P alg0tx,Bu Y algty,Bu such that ak P algty,Bu and ak´1, ak`1 P
alg0tx,Bu. Then ak “ a
1
k ` b for some a
1
k P alg0ty,Bu and b P B. Since x, y are monotone
independent, we have
Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1a
1
kak`1ans “ Erra1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1Era
1
ksak`1ans.
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On the other hand,
Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1bak`1ans “ Erra1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1Erbsak`1ans.
Therefore,
Era1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1akak`1ans “ Erra1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1Eraksak`1ans.
Since a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an P alg0tx,Bu Y algty,Bu are arbitrary, the proof is done. 
Lemma 5.2. Let x, y P pA,Eq be two B-valued random variables such that x, y are
monotone. Given a P algpx, y,Bq, x1 P alg0tx,Bu, x2 P algtx,Bu and y
1 P algty,Bu, then
Erax1y
1x2s “ Erax1Ery
1sx2s.
Proof. Since x2 P algtx,Bu, there exists x
1
2
P alg0tx,Bu such that x2 “ x
1
2
` b for some
b P B. Therefore,
Erax1y
1x2s “Erax1y
1px1
2
` bqs
“Erax1y
1x1
2
s ` Erax1ybs
“Erax1Ery
1sx1
2
s ` Erax1sEry
1bs
“Erax1Ery
1sx1
2
s ` Erax1Ery
1sbs
“Erax1Ery
1sx2s,
which is desired. 
Lemma 5.3. Let x, y P pA,Eq be two B-valued selfadjoint random variables such that
x, y are monotone. For b P H`, we have
Erpb´ yqpb´ x´ yq´1sq “ Erp1´ xGypbqq
´1s.
Proof. Since x, y are selfadjoint and b P H`, b´ y and b´ x´ y are invertible. It follows
that
Erpb´ yqpb´ x´ yq´1sq “ Erp1´ xpb´ yq´1q´1sq.
Therefore, we have
Erp1´ xpb´ yq´1q´1sq ´ Erp1´ xGypbqq
´1s
“Erp1´ xpb´ yq´1q´1pxGypbq ´ xpb´ yq
´1qp1´ xGypbqq
´1s
“Erp1´ xpb´ yq´1q´1pxpGypbq ´ pb´ yq
´1qqp1´ xGypbqq
´1s.
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Notice that p1´ xGypbqq
´1 P algtx,Bu
}¨}
, pGypbq ´ pb´ yq
´1q P algty,Bu
}¨}
, ErpGypbq ´
pb´ yq´1qs “ 0 and E is norm-continuous, we have that
Erp1´ xpb´ yq´1q´1xpGypbq ´ pb´ yq
´1qp1´ xGypbqq
´1s
“Erp1´ xpb´ yq´1q´1xErGypbq ´ pb´ yq
´1sp1´ xGypbqq
´1s
“0.
The proof is done. 
Lemma 5.4. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. Then,
Fµ⊲ν,1pbq “ Fµ,1pFν,1pbqq,
for b P H`.
Proof. Let x, y be monotone independent selfadjoint random variables from a B-valued
probability space pA,Eq such that µ equals the distribution of x and ν equals the distri-
bution of y. By Lemma 5.3, we have
Gµ⊲ν,1pbq “ Erpb´ x´ yq
´1s
“ Erpb´ yq´1s ` Erpb´ yq´1xpb´ x´ yq´1s
“ Erpb´ yq´1s ` Erpb´ yq´1sErxpb´ x´ yq´1s
“ Erpb´ yq´1sr1B ` Erxpb´ x´ yq
´1s
“ Erpb´ yq´1sp1B ` Erxpb´ x´ yq
´1sq
“ Erpb´ yq´1spErpb´ yqpb´ x´ yq´1sq
“ Gν,1pbqErp1 ´ xGν,1pbqq
´1s
“ ErpGν,1pbq
´1 ´ xq´1s
“ Gµ,1pFν,1pbqq.
The proof is done. 
Notice that monotone additive convolution is a kind of J - additive convolution, the
BbMnpCq-valued distribution of xbIn`ybIn is then the monotone additive convolution
of the distributions of xb In and y b In. Therefore, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.5. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. For n P N, we have
Fµ⊲ν,npbnq “ Fµ,npFν,npbnqq,
for bn P H
`
n .
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6. Orthogonal Convolution
In this section, we study some analytic properties of the orthogonal additive convolu-
tions. Let µ1, µ2 P Σ0pBq. For i “ 1, 2, let pMi, ξiq be a B-B bimodules with specified
vectors and xi P pLpMiq, φξiq such that µi is equal to the distribution of xi. Let pM, ξq
be the reduced free product of pMi, ξq and λi : LpMiq Ñ LpMq are the embedding iso-
morphisms defined in Section 3. Let J1 “ tH, p1qu and J2 “ tp1q, p2, 1qu. Then, P
M
J1
is
the orthogonal projection onto
Bξ ‘M
˝
1
and PMJ1 is the orthogonal projection onto
M˝
1
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
.
Then, the orthogonal additive convolution µ1 $ µ2 of µ and ν is the distribution of
PMJ1 λ1px1q ` P
M
J2
λ2px2q in pLpMq, φξq.
Notice that PMJ1 and P
M
J2
are projections from M into
M$ “ Bξ ‘M
˝
1
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
and pM$, ξq is a B-B bimodules with specified vector, it follows that the distribution of
PMJ1 λ1px1q`P
M
J2
λ2px2q in pLpMq, φξq is equal to the distribution of P
M
J1
λ1px1q`P
M
J2
λ2px2q
in pLpM$q, φξq.
On the other hand, let M⊲ “ Bξ ‘M
˝
1
‘M˝
2
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
. Then M⊲ is also a B-B
bimodules with specified vector such that
M˝
⊲
“ M˝
2
‘M˝$.
Therefore, LpM2q and LpM$q are boolean independent in pLpM⊲q, φξq. Let J
1
2
“
tH, p2qu. Then PM
J 1
2
is the orthogonal projection onto Bξ ‘ M˝
2
. It follows that the
distribution of
PMJ 1
2
λ2px2q ` P
M
J1
λ1px1q ` P
M
J2
λ2px2q
is the Boolean convolution of µ2 and µ1 $ µ2. Notice that P
M
J 1
2
` PMJ2 “ P
M
J 2
2
where
J 2
2
“ tH, p1q, p2q, p1, 2qu, and J 1 “ tJ1,J
2
2
u-additive convolution of µ1 and µ2 is µ1⊲µ2.
Therefore, we have the following result.
Proposition 6.1. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. Then
µ⊲ ν “ ν Z pµ $ νq.
Proposition 6.2. Given µ, ν P Σ0pBq, for each n P N, we have
Fµ$ν,npbnq “ Fµ,npFν,npbnqq ´ Fν,npbnq ` bn,
for all bn P H
`
n .
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Proof. By Proposition 6.1, Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 5.5, for each n P N, we have
Fµ,npFν,npbnqq “ Fµ$ν,npbnq ` Fν,npbnq ´ bn,
for all bn P H
`
n . The proof is done. 
7. Subordination convolution
7.1. S-free additive convolution. In this section, we study analytic properties of the s-
free additive convolutions. For i “ 1, 2, let µi, P Σ0pBq, pMi, ξiq be a B-B bimodules with
specified vectors and xi P pLpMiq, φξiq such that µi is equal to the distribution of xi. Let
pM, ξq be the reduced free product of pMi, ξiq and λi : LpMiq Ñ LpMq are the embedding
isomorphisms defined in Section 3. Let J1 “ tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P KpIqq|im “ 1u Y tHu and
J2 “ tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P KpIqq|im “ 1u. Then, P
M
J1
is the orthogonal projection onto
Bξ ‘M˝
1
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
‘M˝
1
bB M
˝
2
bB M
˝
1
¨ ¨ ¨
and PMJ2 is the orthogonal projection onto
M˝
1
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
‘M˝
1
bB M
˝
2
bB M
˝
1
¨ ¨ ¨
Then, the s-free additive convolution µ1 i µ2 of µ, ν is equal to the distribution of X “
PMJ1 λ1px1q ` P
M
J2
λ2px2q in pLpMq, φξq.
Let Mi “ Bξ ‘M
˝
br, where
M˝br “ M
˝
1
‘M˝
2
bM˝
1
‘M˝
1
bM˝
2
bM˝
1
¨ ¨ ¨ .
Then, we have that
M “ Bξ ‘M˝br ‘M
˝
2
‘M˝br bM
˝
2
and there exits a unitary V : Mi bM2 ÑM such that
V : ξ bB ξ2 Ñ ξ,
V : ξ bB m2 Ñ m2,
V : m1 bB ξ2 Ñ m1,
V : m1 bB m2 Ñ m1 bB m2,
where m1 PM
˝
i, m2 PM
˝
2
.
Let λ2px2q|M2 be the restriction of λ2px2q onto Bξ ‘ M
˝
2
. Then, the distribution of
V pX bB 1M2qV
´1 ` λ2px2q|M2 is µ2 ⊲ µX “ µ2 ⊲ pµ1 i µ2q.
Lemma 7.1.
V pX bB 1M2qV
´1 ` λ2px2q|M2 “ λ1px1q ` λ2px2q.
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Proof. It suffices to show that
rV pX bB 1M2qV
´1 ` λ2px2q|M2spvq “ rλ1px1q ` λ2px2qspvq
for all v PM.
We have the following cases:
Case 1: v P Bξ, then v “ bξ for some b P B. We have
V pX b 1M2qV
´1bξ “ V pX b 1M2qpbξ b ξ2q.
and
Xpbξq “ pPMJ1 λ1px1q ` P
M
J2
λ2px2qqpbξq “ λ1px1qbξ
and
λ2px2q|M2pbξq “ λ2px2qbξ.
The equality holds in this case.
Case 2: v PM˝
2
, then
V pX b 1M2qV
´1v “ V pX b 1M2qpξ b vq
“ V pλ1px1qξ b vq
“ φξpλ1px1qqv ` rλ1px1qξ ´ φξpλ1px1qqs b v
“ λ1px1qv.
and
λ2px2q|M2pvq “ λ2px2qv.
The equality holds in this case.
Case 3: v PM˝i, then
V pX b 1M2qV
´1v “ V pX b 1M2qpv b ξ2q “ Xv
and
PMJ1 v “ P
M
J2
v “ v.
Therefore, Xv “ rλ1px1q ` λ2pxqsv. Ont the other hand, λ2px2q|M2v “ 0. The equality
holds in this case.
Case 3: v P M˝i bM
˝
2
, then v “ v1 b v2 where v1 P M
˝
i and v2 P M
˝
2
. Similarly, we
have
Xv1 “ rλ1px1q ` λ2pxqsv1
and
V pX b 1M2qV
´1v “ V pX b 1M2qpv1 b v2q
“ V prλ1px1q ` λ2pxqspv1q b v2q
“ rλ1px1q ` λ2pxqspv1 b v2q
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and λ2px2q|M2sv “ 0. The equality holds in this case.
The proof is done. 
Therefore, the distribution of V pX b 1M2qV
´1 ` λ2px2q|M2 is µ1 ‘ µ2 and we have the
following result.
Proposition 7.2. Let µ1, µ2 P Σ0pBq be two B-valued distributions. Then, we have
µ2 ⊲ pµ1 i µ2q “ µ1 ‘ µ2.
From the previous construction, we have the following generalization of Proposition 2.8
in [6].
Proposition 7.3. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. For each n P N. we have
Fµ‘ν,npbnq “ Fµ,npFνiµ,npbnqq
for all bn P H
`
n .
Proof. The statement directly follows Proposition 7.2 and Proposition 5.5. 
Since the B-valued reciprocal Cauchy transform of an B-valued distribution is one to
one from a neighborhood of infinity in H` to a neighborhood of infinity in H` [41], Fνiµ,n
is uniquely determined by
F x´1yµ,n pFµiν,npbnqq “ Fµ,npFνiµ,npbnqq,
where bn is from a neighborhood of infinity in H
`
n .
Now ĂJ1 “ tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P KpIqq|im “ 2u and ĂJ2 “ tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imq P KpIqq|im “ 2uY tHu
Then, PMĂJ1 is the orthogonal projection onto
M˝
2
‘M˝
1
bB M
˝
2
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
bB M
˝
2
¨ ¨ ¨
and PMĂJ2 is the orthogonal projection onto
Bξ ‘M
˝
2
‘M˝
1
bB M
˝
2
‘M˝
2
bB M
˝
1
bB M
˝
2
¨ ¨ ¨
Then, the s-free additive convolution µ2 i µ1 of µ, ν is equal to the distribution of rX “
PMĂJ1 λ1px1q ` PMĂJ2 λ2px2q in pLpMq, φξq.
Let ĄMi “ Bξ ‘ ĄM˝br, whereĄM˝br “ M˝2 ‘M˝1 bB M˝2 ‘M˝2 bB M˝1 bB M˝2 ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Then we have
M “ ξ ‘ ĄM˝i ‘M˝i.
Therefore, the distribution of X ` rX is the Boolean additive convolution of pµ1 i µ2q Z
pµ2 i µ1q. Notice that
X ` rX “ λ1px1q ` λ2px2q.
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We have the following decomposition for the free additive convolutions.
Proposition 7.4. Let µ1, µ2 P Σ0pBq be two B-valued distributions. Then, we have
µ1 ‘ µ2 “ pµ1 i µ2q Z pµ2 i µ1q.
Proposition 7.5. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. For each n P N, we have
Fµ‘ν,npbnq “ Fνiµ,npbnq ` Fµiν,npbnq ´ bn
for all bn P H
`
n .
Proof. The statement directly follows Proposition 7.4 and Proposition 4.4. 
7.2. S-free additive convolution and operator-valued free convolution powers.
In this subsection we study relations between s-free additive convolution and the sub-
ordination functions of the operator valued free convolution powers defined in [2]. Let
µ P Σ0pBq and α be a completely positive map such that η “ α´1 is also completely pos-
itive. By Theorem 8.4 in [2] and the matricial extension property of the free convolution,
for each n P N, we have that there is a unique solution ωα,µ,n to the functional equation
(22) ωα,µ,npbnq “ b1 ` pαn ´ 1nqhµ,npωα,µ,npbnqq, bn P H
`
n ,
where hµ,npbnq “ Fµ,npbnq ´ bn.
Proposition 7.6. Let µ P Σ0pBq. For each n P N, we have
ωα,µ,npbnq “ FµZηiµZηpbnq.
Proof. It suffices to show that FµZηiµZη satisfies Equation (22). By Equation (22), we
have
(23) αnpωα,µ,npbnqq “ bn ` pαn ´ 1nqFµpωα,µ,npbnqq, bn P H
`
n .
By Proposition 7.5, we have
(24) 2FµZηiµZη ,npbnq ´ bn “ FµZη ,npFµZηiµZη,npbnqq, bn P H
`.
Then, by Theorem 4.17, we have
(25) 2FµZηiµZη ,npbnq´bn “ ηnrFµ,npFµZηiµZη ,npbnqqs`p1n´ηnqFµZηiµZη ,npbnq, bn P H
`.
Therefore, we have
p1` ηqFµZηiµZη ,npbnq ´ bn “ ηnrFµ,npFµZηiµZη ,npbnqqs.
Notice that 1n` ηn “ αn, FµZηiµZη ,n is a solution to Equation 23. It follows that ωα,µ,n “
FµZηiµZη ,n on H
`
n . 
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7.3. Matricial R-transform and the free additive s-free additive convolution.
In this subsection, we prove an operator valued version of Relations (14) and (15).
Lemma 7.7. Given µ, ν P Σ0pBq, let µi ν be the s-free additive convolution of µ, ν and
let pRµ,nqně1 and pRµiν,nqně1 be the matricial R-transform of µ and µ i ν, respectively.
Then for each n P N, we have that
Rµiν,npb
´1
n q “ Rµ,npGν,npbnqq,
where bn is from a neighborhood of infinity in H
`
n .
Proof. Recall that Rµ,npbnq “ G
x´1y
µ,n pbnq ´ b
´1
n for bn P H
´
n such that }bn} is small enough.
Let bn P H
`
n , then Gµiνpbnq P H
´
n and we have that
Rµiν,npGµiν,npbnqq “ bn ´ pGµiν,npbnqq
´1
“ bn ´ Fµiν,npbnq.
By Proposition 7.5, if }b´1n } is small enough, we have
Rµiν,npGµiν,npbnqq “ bn ´ Fµiν,npbnq
“ Fνiµ,npbnq ´ Fν‘µ,npbnq
“ F x´1yµ,n rFν‘µ,npbnqs ´ Fν‘µ,npbnq.
Notice that F
x´1y
µ,n rFνiµ,npbnqs´Fνiµ,npbnq “ φµ,npFνiµ,npbnqq. where φµ,n is the Voiculescu
transform and φµ,npbq “ Rµ,npb
´1q.
It follows that
(26) Rµiν,npGµiν,npbnqq “ Rµ,npGµ‘ν,npbnqq.
By Proposition 7.3, we have that
Gµ‘ν,npbnq “ rFµ‘ν,npbnqs
´1
“ rFν,npFµiν,npbnqqs
´1
“ Gν,npFµiν,npbnqq.
Therefore, we have that
Rµiν,npGµiν,npbnqq “ Rµ,nrGν,npFµiν,npbnqq.s
Since the range of Gµiν,n contains a neighborhood of 0 in H
´
n . The proof is done. 
By the linearization property of the R-transform, we have the following result.
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Proposition 7.8. Let µ1, µ2, µ, ν P Σ0pBq and α is a completely positive map from B to
B. Then
pµ1 ‘ µ2q i ν “ pµ1 i νq ‘ pµ2 i νq.
If µ‘α P Σ0pBq, then
pµ i νq‘α P Σ0pBq
and
pµ i νq‘α “ µ‘α i ν.
8. More relations between convolutions and transforms in
operator-valued free probability
In this section, we use the properties in previous sections to study more relations
between convolutions and transforms in operator-valued free probability. The main fact
we use in the section is that the matricial reciprocal Cauchy transforms, the matricial
R transforms, Voiculescu’s transform can completely determine B-valued distributions.
We will denote by CPpBq the family of completely positive maps from B to B. Given
s P CPpBq, for each n P N, sn denotes the completely map from BbMnpCq to BbMnpCq
defined as
snpbb epi, jqq “ spbq b e,
where b P B and e PMnpCq.
Proposition 8.1. Let µ, ν P Σ0pBq. Then
µ $ pν i µq “ µ i ν.
Proof. For each n P N, bn P H
`
n , by Proposition 6.2, 7.3,7.5, we have
Fµ$pνiµq,npbnq “ Fµ,npFνiµ,npbnqq ´ Fνiµ,npbnq ` bn
“ Fν‘µ,npbnq ´ Fνiµ,npbnq ` bn
“ Fµiν,npbnq.
The proof is done. 
Recall that a B-valued Boolean central limit law or say B-valued Bernoulli law is com-
pletely determine by its variance which is a completely positive map s P CPpBq [5]. If we
denote by Bers be the B-valued Bernoulli law of variance s, then
FBers,npbnq “ bn ´ snpb
´1
n q,
for bn P H
`
n . We will write Ber short for Ber1.
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On the other hand , a B-valued free central limit law or say B-valued semicircularlaw
is completely determine by its variance which is a completely positive map s P CPpBq
[5]. If we denote by γs the B-valued semicircular law of variance s, then the matricial
Voiculescu’s transform pφγ,nq are given by the following formula
φγ,npbnq “ snpb
´1
n q,
for bn P H
`
n in a neighborhood of infinity. We will write γ short for γ1.
Proposition 8.2. Given s P CPpBq, we have
Bers $ γs “ γs.
Proof. By Proposition 6.2, for n P N, we have that
FBers$γs,npbnq “ FBers,npFγs,npbnqq ´ Fγs,npbnq ` bn
“ Fγs,npbnq ´ snpGγs,npbnqq ´ Fγs,npbnq ` bn
“ Fγs,npbnq ´ φγs,npFγs,npbnqqq ´ Fγs,npbnq ` bn.
According to the definition of the matricial Voiculescu transform, we have that
φµ,npbnq “ F
x´1y
µ,n pbnq ´ bn.
Replace bn byFµ,npbnq, then we have we have
φµ,npFµ,npbnqq “ bn ´ Fµ,npbnq.
Therefore, we have
FBers$γs,npbnq “ Fγs,npbnq.

An operator valued Belinschi-Nica transform Φ is defined combinatorially in [2]. It is
not clear that if the transform is a map from Σ0pBq to Σ0pBq. Below, we give an equivalent
definition of Φ by a map from Σ0pBq to Σ0pBq which is an operator-valued analogue of
relation (12).
Definition 8.3. Let µ P Σ0pBq. We define Φ : Σ0pBq Ñ Σ0pBq such that
Φpµq “ Ber $ µ,
for µ P Σ0pBq. Then, for each n P N, we have that
FΦpµq,npbnq “ bn ´Gµ,npbnq,
for bn P H
`
n .
The following proposition exhibits a relation between the standard semicircular law,
Φ-transform and the s-free additive convolution.
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Proposition 8.4. Let µ P Σ0pBq. Then we have
γ i µ “ Φpγ ‘ µq.
Proof. For each n P N, bn P H
`
n , we have
Fγiµ,npbnq “ Fγ‘µ,npbnq ´ Fµiγ,npbnq ` bn
“ Fγ‘µ,npbnq `Gγ‘µ,pbnq ´ Fµiγ,pbnq ´Gγ‘µ,pbnq ` bn
“ Fă´1ąγ,n pFγ‘µ,npbnqq ´ Fµiγ,npbnq ´Gγ‘µ,npbnq ` bn
“ ´Gγ‘µ,npbnq ` bn
“ FΦpγ‘µq,npbnq.
The proof is done. 
Now we turn to study the B-valued B-transform which is already given in [2].
Definition 8.5. Let s P CPpBq. The map Bs : Σ0pBq Ñ Σ0pBq is defined by the following
formula
Bspµq “ pµ
‘p1`sqqZp1`sq
´1
,
for µ P Σ0pBq.
The following proposition is proven combinatorially in [2].
Proposition 8.6. Given s, t P CPpBq, then we have
BspBtpµqq “ Bs`tpµq,
for all µ P Σ0pBq.
One would see that this proposition can be derived from the following result which is
a generalization of Relation (11).
Proposition 8.7. Let p, q P CPpBq such that p´1 and 1´p`qp are invertible completely
positive maps. Then we have that
pµ‘pqZq “ pµZq
1
q‘p
1
,
where p1, q1 P CPpBq are defined as follows:
p1 “ qpp1´ p` qpq´1, q1 “ 1´ p` qp.
Proof. We just need to compare the matricial reciprocal Cauchy transforms of the two
distributions. By Proposition 4.17, for each n P N and bn P H
`
n , we have
Fpµ‘pqZq ,npbnq “ qnrFµ‘p,npbnqs ` p1n ´ qnqbn.
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By Proposition 7.6, and equation (23), we have that
Fµ‘p,npbnq “ ppn ´ 1nq
´1pnFµZpp´1qiµZpp´1q,npbnq ´ ppn ´ 1nq
´1bn.
Therefore, we have that
Fpµ‘pqZq,npbnq “ qnppn ´ 1` nq
´1pnFµZpp´1qiµZpp´1q,npbnq ` p1n ´ qnppn ´ 1q
´1pnqbn.
On the other hand, apply Proposition 7.6 to FpµZq1 q‘p1 ,npbnq we have that
FpµZq1 q‘p1 pbnq “ pp
1
n ´ 1nq
´1tωq1,p1pbnq ` p1n ´ pp
1
n ´ 1q
´1q1nqbn,
where ωq1,p1,npbnq “ FpµZq1 qZpp1´1qipµZq1 qZpp1´1q,npbnq “ FµZq1pp1´1qiµZq1pp1´1q,npbnq.
Let q1 “ 1´ p` qp and p1 “ qpp1´ p` qpq´1. Then we have
q1pp1 ´ 1q “ p´ 1
and
pp1 ´ 1q´1t “ qpp´ 1q´1.
In this case, we have that
FpµZq1 q‘p1 pbnq “ FpµZq1 q‘p1 pbnq.
The proof is done. 
The following is a proof of Proposition 8.6 by use the Proposition 8.7.
Proof. Apply Proposition 8.7 by setting p “ ps`1qps`t`1q´1 and q “ ps`t`1qpt`1q´1,
then p1 “ s` 1 and q1 “ p1` tq´1. Therefore, we have
pµ‘ps`1qps`t`1q
´1
qZps`t`1qpt`1q
´1
“ pµZp1`tq
´1
q‘s`1.
It follows that
BspBtpµqq “ pppµ
‘1`tqZp1`tq
´1
q‘1`sqZp1`sq
´1
“ pppµ‘1`tq‘p1`t`sqp1`tq
´1
qZp1`sqp1`t`sq
´1
qZp1`sq
´1
“ pµ‘1`t`sqZp1`t`sq
´1
.
The proof is done. 
We provide one more application of Proposition 8.7 in studying the B-transforms. Given
s P CPpBq such that s ě 1 and µ P Σ0pBq, we have that µ
‘s P Σ0pBq [2, 26]. By
Theorem 8.4 in [2] and Proposition 4.17, we have that µZps´1q iµZps´1q is the distribution
subordinate to µis with respect to µ, namely
Fµ,npFµZps´1qiµZps´1qq “ Fµ‘s,n,
for all n. The following result is an operator valued generalization of Proposition 1.12 in
[21].
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Proposition 8.8. Given s P CPpBq and µΣ0pBq, then we have
µZs i µZs “ pBpµqq‘s.
Proof. By Proposition 7.4, we have that
µZs ‘ µZs “ rµZs i µZss Z rµZs i µZss
“ rµZs i µZssZ2.
Therefore, we have
µZs i µZs “ rµZs ‘ µZssZ1{2.
Let p “ 1` s and q “ 2sp1` sq´1. Then the p1, q1 in Proposition 8.7 are
p1 “ 2, q1 “ s.
It follows that
ppµZsq‘2qZ1{2 “ ppµ‘1`sq‘2sp1`sqqZ1{2
“ pµ‘1`sq‘sp1`sq.
On the other hand, let p “ p1` sq{2 and q “ sp1` sq´1. Then the p1, q1 in Proposition
8.7 are
p1 “ s, q1 “ 1{2.
pBpµqq‘s “ ppµ‘2qZ1{2qZs
“ ppµ‘2q‘p1`sq{2qZsp1`sq
´1
“ pµ‘1`sq‘sp1`sq.
The proof is done. 
Definition 8.9. Let µ P Σ0pBq. µ is ‘-infinitely divisible if µ
‘1{n P Σ0pBq for all n ě 1.
We see that in Proposition 8.8, we actually proved the the following relation
BpµZsq “ Bpµq‘s.
Let s P CPpBq be invertible. Then we have
(27) Bpµq “ rBpµZs
´1
qs‘s.
Notice that µZs
´1
P Σ0pBq if ν P Σ0pBq. Therefore, Bpµq is ‘-infinitely divisible for all
µ P Σ0pBq which is the property of the scalar Bercovici-Pata bijection.
Now, we turn to study an operator valued generalization of Anshelevich’s free convo-
lution with two states.
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Lemma 8.10. Let µ P Σ0pBq and s is a completely positive map from B to B such
µ‘s P Σ0pBq. Then, for each ns P N, we have that
F
x´1y
µ‘s,n
pbnq “ snrF
x´1y
µ,n pbnqs ` p1n ´ snqbn,
bn P H
`
n is a in sufficiently small neighborhood of infinity.
Proof. For each n P N, we have that
φµ,npbnq “ F
x´1y
µ,n pbnq ´ bn.
and
φµ‘s,npbnq “ F
x´1y
µ‘s,n
pbnq ´ bn.
Notice that
φµ‘s,npbnq “ snrφµ,npbnqs.
The result follows by simplifying the above equation. 
Proposition 8.11. Given µ, ν P Σ0pBq and s P CPpBq such that µ
‘s P Σ0pBq, then we
have
Bspµ i νq “ µ i pµ
‘s
‘ νq.
Proof. For each n P N, bn P H
`
n , by Proposition7.5, we have
(28)
Fµipµ‘s‘νq,npbnq “ Fµ‘pµ‘s‘νq,npbnq ´ Fpµ‘s‘νqi,npbnq ` bn
“ Fµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnq ´ Fpµ‘s‘νqiµ,npbnq ` bn
“ Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` Fνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnq ´ Fpµ‘s‘νqiµ,npbnq
“ Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` Fνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnq ´ F
x´1y
µ,n rFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs.
Notice that 1` s is invertible, by Lemma 8.10, we have that
F
x´1y
µ‘p1`sq,n
pbnq “ p1` snqrF
x´1y
µ,n pbnqs ´ snbn.
Therefore, we have
p1` snq
´1rF
x´1y
µ‘p1`sq,n
pbnq ` snbns “ F
x´1y
µ,n pbnq.
It follows that
F x´1yµ,n rFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs
“p1` snq
´1rF
x´1y
µ‘p1`sq,n
pFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqq ` snFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs
“p1` snq
´1rF
x´1y
µ‘p1`sq,n
pFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqqs ` p1` snq
´1snrFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs
“p1` snq
´1rFνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnqs ` p1` snq
´1snrFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs.
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Then, the Equation (28) becomes
Fµipµ‘s‘νq,npbnq
“Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` Fνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnq ´ tp1` snq
´1rFνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnqs ` p1` snq
´1snrFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqsu
“Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` p1` snq
´1snrFνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnqs ´ p1` snq
´1snrFµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs
“Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` p1` snq
´1snrFνiµ‘ps`1q,npbnq ´ Fµ‘ps`1q‘ν,npbnqs
“Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` p1` snq
´1snr´Fµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnq ` bns
“p1` snq
´1rFµ‘ps`1qiν,npbnqs ` p1´ p1` snq
´1qbn.
By Proposition 4.17, we have
Fµipµ‘s‘νq,npbnq “ Fpµ‘ps`1qiνqZp1`sq´1 ,npbnq.
Therefore,
µ i pµ‘s ‘ νq “ pµ‘ps`1q i νqZp1`sq
´1
.
By Proposition 7.8, we have
pµ‘ps`1q i νqZp1`sq
´1
“ ppµ i νq‘ps`1qqZp1`sq
´1
“ Bspµ i νq.
The proof is done. 
Corollary 8.12. Let ν P Σ0pBq, s P CPpBq and γs be the semicircular of variance s.
Then
Φpγs ‘ νq “ BspΦpνqq.
Proof. The statement follows Proposition 8.4 and Proposition 8.11 by letting µ “ γ. 
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